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ABSTRACT

Background

Multidisciplinary pain management (MPM) is a generally-accepted method for treating chronic pain, but heterogeneous outcome measures provide only limited conclusions concerning its effectiveness. Therefore, further studies on the effectiveness of MPM are needed to identify subgroups of patients who benefit, or do not benefit, from these interventions. Our aim was to analyze health-related quality of life (HRQoL) changes after MPM and to identify factors associated with treatment outcomes.

Methods

We carried out a real-world observational follow-up study of chronic pain patients referred to a tertiary multidisciplinary outpatient pain clinic to describe, using the validated HRQoL instrument 15D, the HRQoL change after MPM, and to identify factors associated with this change. 1043 patients responded to the 15D HRQoL questionnaire at baseline and 12 months after the start of treatment. Background data were collected from the pre-admission questionnaire of the pain clinic.

Results

53% of the patients reported a clinically important improvement and, of these, 81% had a major improvement. 35% reported a clinically important deterioration, and 12% had no change in HRQoL. Binary logistic regression analysis revealed that major improvement was positively associated with shorter duration of pain (<3 years), worse baseline HRQoL, higher education levels, and being employed.

Conclusions

The majority of the patients reported significant HRQoL improvement after multidisciplinary pain management. Better understanding of the factors associated with treatment outcomes is needed to meet the needs of those who had unfavourable outcomes.

Significance

Multidisciplinary pain management was associated with improvement in health-related quality of life in a majority of chronic pain patients. More research into factors associated with quality of life reports are needed to understand why not all patients benefit from MPM and how MPM approaches could be improved to meet the needs of these patients.

INTRODUCTION

Chronic pain causes considerable suffering and is a major challenge for the health care system. The prevalence of severe chronic pain that lasts for at least six months ranges from 10% to 20% (Breivik et al., 2006; Elliott et al., 1999; Gureje et al., 1998; Mänty selkä et al., 2003; Raftery et al., 2011; Verhaak et al., 1998). Chronic pain associates with self-rated poor health (Mänty selkä et al., 2003), impaired functioning (Björnsdóttir et al., 2013), and decreased health-related quality of life (HRQoL).
Multidisciplinary pain management (MPM) is considered the most effective approach to managing chronic pain (Guzmán et al., 2001; Kamper et al., 2015; Scascighini et al., 2008). Based on the biopsychosocial model of pain, MPM aims to rehabilitate patients by addressing pain-related physical, psychological, social, and occupational factors. Multidisciplinary treatment consists of medical, physical, psychological and social/occupational components, delivered by professionals representing different disciplines (Kamper et al., 2015). There is increasing evidence that MPM is more effective than traditional approaches (Becker et al., 2000; Kamper et al., 2015; Lang et al., 2003; Scascighini et al., 2008; Tavafian et al., 2014). The beneficial effects of MPM include reduced pain intensity, improved functioning, and improved HRQoL (Becker et al., 2000; Dysvik et al., 2010; Heiskanen et al., 2012; Jensen et al., 2007; Kamper et al., 2015). In pediatric patients, MPM has also been shown to reduce hospital visits and related costs (Mahrer et al., 2018). However, many original studies and reviews have shown efficacy in selected patient groups only, and the quality of evidence is moderate at best (Kamper et al., 2015; Scascighini et al., 2008). Systematic reviews have identified extensive heterogeneity in studies and their outcomes and have underlined the need for well-designed studies and standardized outcomes in future studies of MPM (Deckert et al., 2016; Scascighini et al., 2008).

Measures of HRQoL aim to describe the patient’s comprehensive health with a single index number that reflects the ‘goodness’ of the health state in relation to the range from full health to death. Such measures are important in assessing treatment outcomes - they are comparable across all patient populations and take into account all the positive and adverse effects of treatment. Measures of HRQoL are also the basis for comparative and cost-utility studies, as they facilitate the calculation of Quality-Adjusted Life Years (QALYs).

HRQoL is recommended as an outcome measure in pain management trials (Turk et al., 2003). Also, the recently-published VAPAIN consensus statement lists HRQoL as one of the key domains to be measured in trials assessing MPM (Kaiser et al., 2018). Recently, two HRQoL measures, the EQ-5D-3L and the 15D were validated in patients with chronic pain (Vartiainen et al., 2017). Both instruments were valid, but the 15D appeared somewhat more sensitive than the EQ-5D-3L in measuring pain-related symptoms (Vartiainen et al., 2017). Previously, we reported (using the 15D instrument) very low baseline HRQoL in a cohort of 1528 chronic non-cancer pain patients treated at the multidisciplinary Pain Clinic of the Helsinki University Hospital, indicating a large burden of disease (Vartiainen et al., 2016).

It has become increasingly important to provide evidence for the effectiveness of health care interventions. Not just in randomized studies but also in real-world settings in order to optimize the use of health care resources. The aim of the present study was to describe the HRQoL changes after an outpatient MPM by using a HRQoL measure validated for chronic pain, and to identify factors that associate with good or poor HRQoL outcome.

METHODS

Subjects
Patients with chronic non-cancer pain referred to the Pain Clinic of the Helsinki University Hospital for multidisciplinary pain management between 2004 and 2012 were invited to participate in the study. Active cancer was the only exclusion criterion. Before the first visit to the Pain Clinic, patients...
received a letter informing them about the study and those willing to participate provided written informed consent. The Ethics Committee of the Helsinki University Hospital approved the study (decision no. 182/13/03/02/2009). The study was registered at the Helsinki and Uusimaa Hospital District Clinical Trials Registry, number HUS2071.

Multidisciplinary pain management

The Pain Clinic of the Helsinki University Hospital is a multidisciplinary tertiary outpatient clinic. Admission to the Pain Clinic is based on referrals, mainly from primary health care. The staff of the Pain Clinic consists of physicians, psychologists, a physiotherapist, a social worker, and nurses. The medical specialties include anesthesiology, neurology, rehabilitation medicine, psychiatry, general medicine, and dentistry. Pain management is individualized for each patient as indicated and consists of the following components: diagnostic evaluation, patient education, pharmacotherapy, physiotherapeutic counseling (including exercise programs and transcutaneous electronic nerve stimulation), psychological counseling (including pain management strategies such as relaxation and cognitive-behavioral methods), supportive psychological therapy, group-based pain management programs, socioeconomic counseling, regional analgesia, and spinal cord stimulation. The goal of the treatment is to improve pain management and the patients’ physical and psychosocial functioning.

Treatment-related variables were extracted from the hospital’s electronic database. Each patient visit to the Pain Clinic is recorded in the database as a separate entry. The entry contains the date, primary ICD-10 diagnosis for the visit and data on the different professionals the patient has seen. For each patient, we extracted the total number of visits and the number of visits to each discipline: physician, physiotherapist, psychologist, social worker, group-based therapy or social worker. We included only the visits that had occurred during the HRQoL follow-up (i.e., between the dates of the first and last HRQoL questionnaire).

In addition to the recorded visits, each patient meets a nurse several times during the treatment episode, often before or after seeing a physician. However, the visits to the nurse are not recorded. Some of the treatment contacts with physicians and nurses are also made by phone, but the phone contacts were not included in the data.

The type of chronic pain was extracted from the hospital’s electronic archives. The record of the visit to the Pain Clinic also contains the diagnoses based on the ICD-10 coding (WHO, 2011). Based on the diagnosis, the pain was classified as ‘Musculoskeletal’, ‘Neuropathic’, ‘Widespread’, ‘Pelvic’, ‘Visceral’, ‘Headache disorders’, and ‘CRPS’ (complex regional pain syndrome). In case of missing or non-pain-related diagnoses, the diagnosis was manually checked from the patient records.

Study design

At the start of the multidisciplinary pain management (MPM), patients filled in the 15D questionnaire and the clinical questionnaire of the Pain Clinic. For the follow-up, the patients were contacted by mail and asked to fill in another 15D questionnaire at six months and 12 months after the start of the treatment. We chose the 15D score change at 12 months after the start of treatment as the main outcome measure in order to assess the long-term changes of HRQoL after MPM, and also because for several patients the treatment period might last for more than 6 months.

Measures

15D, Health-Related Quality of Life Instrument

The 15D is a generic, self-administered, standardized HRQoL instrument (Sintonen, 1994, 1995, 2001), (www.15d-instrument.net). It consists of 15 dimensions of health (mobility, vision, hearing, breathing, sleeping, eating, speech, excretion, usual activities, mental function, discomfort and symptoms, depression, distress, vitality, and sexual activity), each having five levels of severity from
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which the patient chooses the one best describing his/her health state at that moment. It takes about 5 minutes to fill in the questionnaire. The 15D can be used both as a profile and as a single index score measure.

The single index number (15D score) represents the overall HRQoL on a scale of 0 to 1, where 0 = death and 1 = full health. The individual dimension level values reflect the seriousness of problems in the said dimension on a 0-1 scale (0 = death; 1 = no problems). Mean dimension level values are used to draw the 15D profiles.

The scores reflect the population’s preferences of a certain health state over death and full health. The scores are calculated from the health state descriptive system (questionnaire) by using a set of population-based preference or utility weights. These weights have been elicited from representative population samples by using magnitude estimation in a 3-stage valuation process based on the multi-attribute utility theory (Sintonen, 2001).

Clinically important changes of the 15D score are established using an anchor-based method: a change > 0.015 (positive or negative) is considered to indicate a clinically important improvement or deterioration, and a change > 0.035 to indicate a major improvement or deterioration. In studies using the 15D change as an outcome indicator, it is recommended that the mean 15D score change and the distribution of the score changes in these categories of clinical importance be reported (Alanne et al., 2015). The 15D has been validated in patients with chronic pain (Vartiainen et al., 2017).

Clinical pain questionnaire
Patients also filled in the standard questionnaire of the Pain Clinic. This is used to record important background factors, the nature of the pain, the functioning, and the expectations of the pain patients, both in research and clinical practice (Knaster et al., 2012). In our study, the patients filled in the clinical questionnaire at the start of the MPM program, at the same time point as the 15D questionnaire. From the clinical questionnaire, the following questions were analyzed in the study: education level and current employment status; marital status (living alone or cohabiting); Visual Analog Scales (VAS 0-100 mm, 0 representing no pain and 100 the worst possible pain) for the intensity of pain at the moment and for pain-related distress; pain interference with daily activities; the number of major pain types; the duration of pain; and whether the pain was constant or intermittent. The number of pain types was dichotomized to one or multiple, and the duration of pain to more or less than 3 years. The cut point was set at 3 years, based on a previous report by Dunn et al. suggesting that duration of low back pain for over 3 years was an independent predictor of prognosis of pain management (Dunn and Croft, 2006).

Pain interference with daily activities was measured using the sum score of the question ‘How much does your pain affect the following activities?’ followed by 18 activities with the response options ‘not at all,’ ‘moderately,’ and ‘much’. The respective choices were scored as 0, 1, or 2 points. To set the sum score to the same scale as the two VAS scores, it was presented as a percentage of the maximum score. To eliminate the confounding effect of missing answers to single activities, the sum score was presented as percentage of an individual patient’s theoretical maximum sum score. In other words, we used personal mean imputation to predict the missing answers to the question, if the patient had answered for at least five of the 18 activities. For example, if a patient had answered ‘moderately’ to 17 activities and left 1 activity blank, the patient would have a score of 17 out of 34, and the impact percentage would be 50%. Patients with fewer than five activities answered were not included.
Statistical methods

All statistical analyses were done with R (R Core Team, 2015). Descriptive statistics for background variables, treatment variables, and HRQoL changes are reported as means and standard deviations (SD) for continuous variables, and as counts and percentages for non-continuous variables. Paired samples t-tests were used to test the statistical significance of mean changes in the 15D score and in the individual dimensions from baseline to the 12-month follow-up. To compare the differences in the dimensions of 15D, we used the Mann-Whitney U test because the dimension values can attain 5 levels and the distribution is non-normal.

We compared the individual 15D score changes with the cutoff values of for clinical importance (Alanne et al., 2015). For exploratory analyses, we divided the patients into three groups according to the 15D HRQoL score change ("Same or worse", "Minor improvement", "Major improvement"), based on the 15D score changes after 12 months (< 0.015, 0.015 to 0.035, and > 0.035, respectively). We analyzed the preliminary association of the background variables with treatment response by comparing the means of the continuous variables between the three groups of treatment response with one-way ANOVA or, in the case of categorical variables, by chi-squared test. One-way ANOVA was also used to assess the preliminary differences of the 15D score change between the different types of chronic pain. We further analyzed the association of continuous variables with the 15D score change by Spearman's correlation test.

We made a binary logistic regression model for predicting whether a patient would achieve a clinically major improvement in HRQoL. The two groups were based on whether the 15D score change was less than, or greater than or equal to, +0.035, the threshold for major improvement (Alanne et al., 2015). Background variables were selected for the model based on preliminary significance, that is, if \( p < 0.05 \) for differences in preliminary ANOVA/chi-squared tests, and if the inclusion was logically justified.

Patients with missing data were excluded from the regression analyses. The baseline 15D score, pain intensity VAS, age and education of the patients who had not responded to the follow-up were compared with the patients who responded, to analyze any differences between the two patient groups. The same comparison was made between the patients whose data had been used to construct the regression model and those left out of the model.

RESULTS

Study subjects

Altogether, 1573 patients completed the 15D questionnaire at baseline. Of these, 21 were duplicate cases attending a second treatment program during the follow-up, 24 provided insufficient baseline 15D data, and 20 patients were referred to psychological consultation only. These patients were excluded. Of the remaining 1508 patients, 1043 responded to the follow-up 15D questionnaire at 12 months after the start of the MPM. The response rate was thus 68%. 52% of the patients had a clinically important HRQoL improvement during the follow-up and 43% had a major improvement. Table 1 shows the socioeconomic and pain-related background characteristics of the patients in the different groups of HRQoL change from baseline to 12 months. Table 2 shows the study subjects’ types of chronic pain, as well as the respective mean changes of the 15D scores.

Patients not included to the analyses

467 patients did not reply to the 15D follow-up at 12 months. Compared with those who completed the follow-up, they were younger (mean 49 vs 54 years, \( p < 0.001 \)) and had slightly higher education (42% vs 35% completing post-secondary education, \( p = 0.018 \)). There were no statistically significant differences in the mean baseline 15D scores or pain intensities. Further, the time when the patients...
started their treatment (between 2004 and 2012) did not correlate with the 15D score change or with the baseline 15D score.

266 patients with missing answers to the background variables were not included in the regression model. We compared the patients who had provided valid answers to the background questions with those who provided incomplete answers. These groups did not have statistically significant differences regarding age, baseline 15D scores or baseline pain intensities. However, the patients with missing answers had a smaller 15D score change at 12 months than those with complete answers (mean 0.003 vs 0.021, p = 0.01).

Treatment characteristics
During the outpatient MPM program, the number of visits per patient ranged from 1 to 47. The median number of visits was 4 and the mean 5.6 (SD 2.1). The differences across different improvement groups in Table 3. In addition to the disciplines in Table 2, each patient met a nurse at least once, but in many cases several times during the MPM episode, but the nurse consultations were not recorded in the database.

Health-related quality of life changes
The mean 15D score of the patients in the total sample increased by 0.017, from 0.711 to 0.728 (95% CI for mean = 0.012 to 0.023, p < 0.001) during the 12-month follow-up. The mean change is clinically important.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of patients into different categories of clinical importance according to the change in the 15D score (Alanne et al., 2015).

Figure 2a shows the mean 15D profiles, i.e., the mean scores of the individual dimensions, before treatment for those who reported major improvement compared with the other patients (a cutoff value of the 15D score change greater than or less than 0.035). In Figure 2b, the changes of the individual 15D dimensions at the end of the 12-month follow-up are shown for the major improvement group and other patients.

Variables associated with the HRQoL outcome.
Table 1 shows the variables associated with the 15D score change, that is, age, gender, being employed at baseline, having received post-secondary education, baseline 15D score and pain duration of more than 3 years.

We also tested the correlations of the continuous background and treatment-related variables with the 15D score change. The strongest correlation was seen with the baseline 15D score (rho = -0.12, p < 0.001). Other variables correlating with the 15D score change were age (rho = -0.062, p = 0.045), with younger patients being more likely to improve, and the number of visits to the physician (rho = -0.081, p = 0.009). There were no statistically significant correlations between the 15D score change and the following variables: VAS for pain intensity or pain-related distress, and the total number of visits to the pain clinic.

The type of pain did not appear to predict HRQoL changes. The 29 patients with pelvic pain reported the largest mean 15D score change (+0.052) and the 377 patients with musculoskeletal pain reported the smallest mean 15D score improvement (+0.011) of the different pain types, but the differences were not statistically significant.
Regression analysis
Background variables were selected for the binary regression model based on preliminary statistical significance (shown in Table 1): these were age, gender, higher education, employment, and duration of pain of more than 3 years.

The odds ratios of the independent variables for major improvement are shown in Figure 3. The coefficients of the binary logistic regression model are shown in Supplementary Table 1.

To further confirm the results, we also ran other regression analyses. We made two linear regression models, one with the background variables showing preliminary statistical significance (age, gender, higher education, employment, and duration of pain for more than 3 years), and the other with all analyzed background variables (listed in Table 1). The coefficients of these regression models are shown respectively in Supplementary Tables 2a and 2b. The results of the linear models were similar to those of the binary regression model, and the addition of other variables than those showing preliminary statistical significance did not change the results.

The adjusted R² of the linear model with the preliminary significant background variables was 0.08 with p < 0.001: in other words, the model explained 8% of the observed variance in the 15D score change.

Discussion
Principal results
The present study examined the HRQoL changes in a large cohort of patients with chronic pain after multidisciplinary pain management at a tertiary pain clinic. The HRQoL improved in the majority of patients, but there was much variation in the HRQoL changes: 53% of the study patients achieved a clinically important improvement in HRQoL at 12 months compared with baseline, though in 35% the HRQoL deteriorated. Dimensions that improved the most were mainly those measuring psychological health. Duration of pain for less than 3 years, post-secondary education, being employed and having lower HRQoL at baseline were associated with better HRQoL outcome.

Change in HRQoL after MPM
MPM has been shown to be effective in improving HRQoL in patients with chronic pain (Heiskanen et al., 2012; Lang et al., 2003; Moradi et al., 2012). There is also strong evidence of MPM being more effective than so-called usual or unidisciplinary care (Becker et al., 2000; Jensen et al., 2005; Kamper et al., 2015; Karjalainen et al., 1999; Scascighini et al., 2008). In our study, a clinically important and statistically significant mean improvement of HRQoL was observed after multidisciplinary treatment. This improvement was considered major in 43% of the patients, though 28% reported major deterioration of HRQoL. The baseline HRQoL of the present study population has previously been reported, and was one of the lowest reported with the 15D instrument (Vartiainen et al., 2016).

The only pain-related baseline factor that was associated with a significantly poorer HRQoL outcome was the self-reported duration of pain for more than three years. Other studies have also shown that duration of persistent pain may influence the response to pain treatment, more modest outcomes being seen with longer duration of pain (Moradi et al., 2012). Dunn et al. concluded that symptom duration for more than three years is an independent predictor of outcome of pain management (Dunn and Croft, 2006). Interestingly, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has shown that the representation of pain perception changes when pain becomes chronic (Hashmi et al., 2013). These results mandate more studies to clarify the relation of pain, treatment outcome, and duration of symptoms.
Other baseline variables independently associated with the HRQoL outcome were employment, post-secondary education, and baseline 15D score. Socioeconomic factors have been shown to be associated with MPM outcomes, mostly in observational studies (Gerdle et al., 2016; Heiskanen et al., 2012; van der Hulst et al., 2005). Also, worse symptoms at baseline have been associated with greater improvements in the respective measures (Gerdle et al., 2016). The patients with poor HRQoL may simply have more room for improvement, or they might have had a different psychological symptom load which has generally been shown to associate with the treatment outcome (Boonstra et al., 2015).

Those patients who responded incompletely to the background questionnaire seemed to have a smaller mean 15D score change. A possible explanation might be that those who did not answer might have been less motivated to accept treatment, as patient expectations have been shown to be associated with pain management outcomes (Cormier et al., 2016).

Most patients in the present study achieved either major improvement or major deterioration in HRQoL. Interestingly, similar results have been reported regarding the efficacy of pharmacological interventions. Moore et al. reported that patients achieved either substantial pain reduction or marginal response/deterioration in both treatment and placebo groups, and few patients achieved an "average" response (Moore et al., 2010, 2014). For this reason, they recommended the reporting of individual-level responder data when assessing pain management outcomes. The fact that this response pattern was achieved in both placebo and treatment groups may reflect differences in psychological aspects of patients, such as self-efficacy, readiness to change or patient expectations, that have been associated with outcomes of pain management (Cormier et al., 2016; Keefe et al., 2004).

Different multidisciplinary pain management programs

MPM programs differ in composition and duration, and their definition across the literature varies (Scascighini et al., 2008). In a systematic review of RCTs assessing the effectiveness of MPM, no treatment-related variables were associated with treatment outcomes, while the heterogeneity of studies and their outcomes did not allow comparison of different studies with each other (Scascighini et al., 2008). Intensity of MPM programs does not appear to associate with outcomes for low back pain patients (Kamper et al., 2015). No conclusions about the effectiveness of different treatment modalities can be made from the present results, as the MPM was individually tailored for each patient and no control groups were available.

HRQoL as an outcome indicator of MPM

Multidisciplinary pain management aims to comprehensively rehabilitate patients and improve their overall functioning, even though pain intensity might not be significantly reduced. HRQoL is thus well suited for assessing its outcomes. Generic, single index HRQoL instruments, including the 15D, usually try to cover the WHO aspects of health: physical, mental/experiential and social. The instruments differ in how they operationalize these aspects (i.e., convert them into measurable variables). The strengths of HRQoL are that it is comparable across all patient groups, it takes into account the possible adverse effects of treatment, and it allows the assessment of cost-effectiveness. HRQoL is also well suited to routine outcome measurement, as most instruments are easy to fill in. On the other hand, a generic HRQoL instrument can be less sensitive to disease-specific outcomes as it might not capture all the relevant aspects of the disease. Ideally, studies of pain interventions should measure several outcomes. A consensus statement of core MPM outcome domains was recently published, HRQoL being one of them (Kaiser et al., 2018).

Strengths and limitations

A notable strength of the present study is the use of the 15D HRQoL instrument which has been validated and shown to be superior to the EQ-5D-3L in patients with chronic pain (Vartiainen et al.,
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In systematic reviews of the instruments’ attributes, the 15D has fared equally well or better than other HRQoL instruments (Hawthorne et al., 2001; Richardson et al., 2016), and its wider use has been recommended (Richardson et al., 2016). The present results provide real-world evidence on what happens to HRQoL after MPM. Also, the large size of the analyzed study sample, the long follow-up time, and the lack of exclusion criteria give weight to our results.

Several limitations of the present study are acknowledged. Our study was observational and did not include a control group. The study sample represents the most challenging group of chronic pain patients, who have had several failed treatment attempts in primary care, and the results might not be generalizable to all chronic pain patients. The types of pain or their multiplicity did not appear to be related to the HRQoL change – this might be due to the lack of validated classification systems, or to the overlap of chronic pain conditions (Maixner et al., 2016). Although HRQoL is designed to encompass overall health, we only used a single outcome measure (the 15D), and our conclusions are subject to the limitations of that measure. As the patients were not randomized, no conclusions about the effectiveness of MPM or different modalities of treatment can be made. However, a control group may not always be possible. For example, in this study, the use of, for example, a waiting list control group would have been both unethical and impossible, as the Finnish law requires the patients to be accepted into the MPM program within three months of referral.

There are sources of bias that might account for the observed HRQoL changes. As some patients refused to participate, selection bias is possible – those who participated might have been more motivated than those who refused. HRQoL is sensitive to other changes in health, possibly unrelated to chronic pain. An effect known as response shift, an adaptation or change in an individual’s conceptions and values of health, is known to account for some of the HRQoL changes (Postulaart and Adang, 2000). Another phenomenon known as regression to the mean, i.e., the tendency of extreme measurements to move towards the mean when repeated might explain why lower 15D scores were associated with greater improvement in HRQoL. However, in an RCT of a MPM program similar to that in the present study, the authors concluded that regression to the mean was an unlikely explanation for the observed benefit, as the waiting list group deteriorated and the usual care group remained unaffected (Becker et al., 2000).

Conclusions

On average, a clinically important, long-term improvement was observed in patients with chronic pain after multidisciplinary pain management. The improvement was observed in dimensions relevant to chronic pain, mostly in those of psychosocial health. There are, however, major differences in treatment outcomes, most patients achieving either a major improvement or a major deterioration of HRQoL. Pain experienced for more than three years was associated with poorer treatment outcome, which calls for more research on the relationship of pain duration and the outcomes of treatment. As the measures used in pain research are heterogeneous, future research should compare different outcome measures in monitoring MPM outcome. More evidence is needed on the effectiveness of different treatment modalities provided in MPM clinics, and their targeting to patients. Most of all, more effort should be put into identifying patient-related factors that predict treatment outcomes in the heterogeneous and challenging group of patients with chronic pain.
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Table and figure legends in the order of appearance

Figure 1. The distribution of the patients into the 5 categories of the 15D score change. 52.8% had a clinically important HRQoL improvement (> 0.015) at 12 months’ follow-up compared with baseline.

Table 1. Patient characteristics at baseline. The data are shown in three groups, based on the size and direction of HRQoL change from baseline to the 12-month follow-up. A change of > 0.015 in the 15D score is considered clinically important and a change > 0.035 indicates a major improvement [1].

*The p-value represents statistical significance of the differences between the HRQoL change groups. Either one-way ANOVA or chi-squared test was used, depending on whether the baseline variable in question was categorical or continuous.

HRQoL = Health-Related Quality of Life
VAS = Visual Analog Scale

Table 2 Chronic pain diagnoses. In one-way ANOVA, the differences between groups were not statistically significant (F value of 1.417 with p = 0.205). CRPS = Complex Regional Pain Syndrome.

Table 3. Characteristics of the components of the MPM program in the three HRQoL change groups. Change was assessed from baseline to the 12-month follow-up. A change of > 0.015 in the 15D score is considered clinically important, and a change > 0.035 indicates major improvement [1].

*The p-value represents the statistical significance of the differences between the HRQoL change groups. One-way ANOVA or chi-squared test was used, depending on whether the variable in question was categorical or continuous.

HRQoL = Health-Related Quality of Life

Figure 2a. The 15D profiles showing the mean scores of the individual dimensions at baseline. The patients who achieved a clinically major improvement in HRQoL (15D score change > 0.035 at 12
months, n = 448) are compared with the other patients (15D score change < 0.035 at 12 months, n = 595). The difference between the two groups is statistically significant (Bonferroni-corrected p < 0.05 in the Mann-Whitney U test) in "Mental function", "Depression", "Distress", and "Vitality". The patients with major improvement in HRQoL had a lower mean 15D score at baseline (0.699) than the other patients (0.720).

Figure 2b. Changes on the dimensions of the 15D. X-axis indicates the dimension and Y-axis the change in the mean dimension level value from baseline to the 12 months' follow-up. The patients who achieved a major improvement in HRQoL (15D score change > 0.035 at 12 months, n = 448) are compared with the other patients (15D score change > 0.035 at 12 months, n = 595). The error bars show the 95% confidence interval for the means.

Figure 3. The odds ratios of the background variables in the binary logistic regression model associating with a clinically major increase in HRQoL. Being employed, having received post-secondary education, pain duration > 3 years and gender are dichotomous variables, and baseline 15D score and age are continuous variables.

Supplementary Table 1. The results of binary logistic regression analysis with the clinically major 15D score increase as the dichotomous variable - i.e., having a 15D score change equal to or greater than, or smaller than, 0.035. Being employed, having received post-secondary education, pain duration > 3 years and gender are dichotomous variables, and baseline 15D score and age are continuous variables.

Supplementary table 2a. The results of multiple linear regression analysis with the 15D score change as the dependent variable. The independent (predictor) variables are those that showed preliminary statistical significance according to the results of Table 1. Being employed, having received post-secondary education, pain duration > 3 years and gender are dichotomous variables, and baseline 15D score and age are continuous variables.

Supplementary Table 2b. The results of multiple linear regression analysis with the 15D score change as the dependent variable and all background variables of the study as the independent (predictor) variables.
## HRQoL change 12 months after treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baseline variable</th>
<th>Same or worse (&lt; 0.015)</th>
<th>Minor improvement (0.015 to 0.035)</th>
<th>Major improvement (&gt; 0.035)</th>
<th>p*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total, n</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>448</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years, mean (SD)</td>
<td>55.0 (15.5)</td>
<td>56.4 (15.7)</td>
<td>52.6 (15.1)</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15D score, mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.720 (0.113)</td>
<td>0.721 (0.114)</td>
<td>0.699 (0.110)</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-secondary education, n (%)</td>
<td>128 (29.2)</td>
<td>27 (31.4)</td>
<td>168 (41.5)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed, n (%)</td>
<td>86 (18.6)</td>
<td>20 (21.7)</td>
<td>123 (29.9)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female gender, n (%)</td>
<td>293 (58.7)</td>
<td>67 (69.8)</td>
<td>298 (66.5)</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain duration &gt; 3 years, n (%)</td>
<td>99 (25.8)</td>
<td>31 (34.1)</td>
<td>66 (17.9)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple pain complaints, n (%)</td>
<td>343 (80.1)</td>
<td>67 (79.8)</td>
<td>313 (80.1)</td>
<td>0.997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain intensity VAS, mean (SD)</td>
<td>60.2 (23.6)</td>
<td>62.3 (24.1)</td>
<td>59.5 (25.0)</td>
<td>0.632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain-related distress VAS, mean (SD)</td>
<td>70.0 (26.4)</td>
<td>72.8 (23.6)</td>
<td>71.5 (25.0)</td>
<td>0.512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain interference with daily activities,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean (SD)</td>
<td>62.0 (18.6)</td>
<td>59.2 (21.3)</td>
<td>61.0 (20.8)</td>
<td>0.290</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of pain</th>
<th>N (%)</th>
<th>Mean 15D score change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRPS</td>
<td>45 (4%)</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
<td>43 (4%)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musculoskeletal</td>
<td>377 (36%)</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuropathic</td>
<td>422 (40%)</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelvic</td>
<td>29 (3%)</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visceral</td>
<td>31 (3%)</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widespread</td>
<td>84 (8%)</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing or not classified</td>
<td>12 (1%)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>Same or worse (&lt; 0.015)</td>
<td>Minor improvement (0.015 to 0.035)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total, n</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total visits, mean (SD)</td>
<td>5.9 (5.0)</td>
<td>5.0 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean duration of treatment contact, weeks (SD)</td>
<td>26.8 (16.4)</td>
<td>23.8 (16.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physician visits, mean (SD)</td>
<td>3.4 (2.1)</td>
<td>2.9 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychologist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultation, n (%)</td>
<td>286 (58.2)</td>
<td>51 (54.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple (&gt;=2) visits, n (%)</td>
<td>90 (18.3)</td>
<td>11 (11.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiotherapist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultation, n (%)</td>
<td>190 (38.7)</td>
<td>27 (28.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple (&gt;=2) visits, n (%)</td>
<td>60 (12.2)</td>
<td>7 (7.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group-based rehabilitation methods, n (%)</td>
<td>54 (11.0)</td>
<td>13 (13.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social worker, n (%)</td>
<td>12 (2.4)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>